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The Chinese Cultural Revolu tion did what centuries of civil war, foreign invasion, and
periods of chaos and uncertainty could not. Overnight Chinese religions were extirpated. With
the Cultural Revolution in 1966-1976, the youth of China were led on a rampage destroying all
monuments-secular and religious--that belonged to the past. In a zealous attack Confucius'
grave was ripped open, icons were smashed, and temples befouled. In the aftermath China has
become a capitalist society with deep affiliations with the west, and western influences are
evident in all aspects of everyday life. Beginning in 1980 the Chinese government afforded
freedom to practice native religions; with a central bureau established to administer funds
and to regulate restoration of the great temples of Buddhism, Daoism and to a lesser extent
Confucianism. This is in part an effort to help people find spiritual solace in a modern world
bereft of Mao (who died in 1976) in order to maintain social stability. In contrast Christianity
and Islam are considered foreign religions and are only marginally supported.
For several decades faith in Dear Chairman Mao provided comfort and guidance for the
population, but after Mao's death his failures became apparent. The disastrous Leap Forward
of the 50s which focused on technological progress and steel production discouraged farmers
from planting their crops leading to a vast shortage of food: it is estimated that over thirty
million people starved to death. The Cultural Revolution of the 60s-70s obliterated historical
monuments, humiliated and abused the educated members of society, closed the universities,
and brought China to a standstill. In the 80's following Deng Xiaoping's dictum "to be rich is
glorious" there began a rush to modernization and capitalism. Lost in the ripples of the wake
of Western capitalism were the Communist social programs that previously provided for
healthcare, housing, food, and unemployment: the population of China was now left to its own
resources. Feeling increasingly fragile in the new struggle for survival, the Chinese have been
turning to religion. Worshippers are now familiar at the refurbished Buddhist and Daoist
temples, where newly ordained monks and priests instruct them in the old beliefs and rituals.
There are also several important schools of Christianity -- both official and unofficial.
Perhaps it is natural that such responses are visible in the contemporary art being produced.
This exhibit seeks to present a variety of artists whose art is imbued with spiritual images
and ideals.
Most artists in China have been trained in western technique as well as in traditional
Chinese painting and their works reveal a deep knowledge of Christian art and iconography.
Though some of these artists are not necessarily practitioners, they use Western Christian
themes to present a new spiritual and complex message to today's society. Differing from the
great contemporary art scene, these artists are not as oriented to commercial success as
they are eager to express their belief in spiritual values beyond those now commonly prac-

ticed in China and to invoke these values as an antidote to rampant capitalism, lack of human
rights, befouling the environment and military posturing.
Miao Xiaochun (b. 1964) who lives and works in Beijing, made a video in which he reproduced
Michelangelo's Last Judgment. However he substituted the individual figures with a cyber
image of himself, bald and naked. Then reworking the image in the computer he was able to
reconstruct the painting as a three- dimensional entity: the perspective changes as the viewer
moves inside and around the composition looking down on the figures, seeing them in side view
and in profile, and from the rear. The video, which is part of this exhibition is scored with
spiritual music and a disembodied voice intermittently asks, "Where am I going?" More recently Xiao has appropriated
the style and imagery of
Hieronymous Bosch to suggest the bizarre nature of
contemporary society. In
huge scale the minutiae of
his imagination, inspired by
Bosch, is presented in photos that have been altered
in the computer to recreate this incredible vision
of society. (see essay on
Miao Xiaochun by Huang
Du)
Miao Xiaochun Fullness , C Print 150 x 281 cm

One of the early works of the now famous artist
Cui Xiuwen, (b. 1970s) who lives and works in Beijing
was a recreation of the Last Supper by Leonardo da
Vinci in which she substituted the image of a young girl
for each of the actors in the drama. Questions raised
by this substitution are many--are we betrayers, supporters, or saviors? The young model, it becomes clear
in later works, is an alter ego for Cui. More recently she
has taken pictures of the pre teenager and shown her as
pregnant: in the series Heaven a school girl walks on the
streets of the Forbidden Palace with a beautifully clear
blue sky, as in Western Annunciation pictures, or by the
sea with a distant view of Calvary, but her face is
bruised, and she is downcast. Angel No 6 , in the show is
a recent work, that is dominated by a far more complex
composition: a pyramidal structure filled with the image
of this girl in all sizes and postures. This chaotic pile of
young girls transmits a real sense of anxiety, and the
title adds a sardonic twist to the work. By framing the
works with such a title as Angel, the social problems for
girls and women in contemporary China are poignantly
presented-- what have they done to the angels? (see
Cui Xiuwen Angel No 6 , C Print 290 x 164 cm
essay on Cui Xiuwen by Wang Yun)

A painter and photographer, Cao Yuanming (b. 1974) who lives and works in Shanghai became
fascinated with the local church in his hometown. Using the modern large format and C print
technology he has created large grid like compositions that record objects employed in the
local practice of religion in rural China. A haunting spirituality infuses the simple but touching
images of the old and worn out stools on which the congregation sits, or their folded cloths
that serve as cushions, and the cheap paper wood block icons of their faith placed in their
homes or pasted on buildings. A Christian convert, Cao is the gatekeeper at his local church
in Shanghai. Cao explains how he has been investigating the unofficial form of Christianity in
rural China, not represented by the magnificent Church in Beijing, but in the local dwellings
converted into houses of worship.

I spent four years researching in various provinces, such as Anhui,Henan,
Shandong…etc. Since the Cold War,
religion has been the key to conflicts . .
. There are nearly a hundred million
Christians in China now. Churches in the
countryside present the primary space,
where Christian culture and Chinese
local culture meet and blend together.
My artworks are mainly discussing
Chinese peasants' imagination towards
foreign religion. They have never been
to the west, nor have they seen the
western churches. They have built the
churches based on their fantasy, and
Cao Yuanming Church Servies C Print 120 x 160 cm
fully intake the religion as a part of
their life. In another project Cao planted a group of bibles during wheat seeding season and
left them in the earth for one year.The bibles, coated with resin to protect them from the
moisture, have accretions of growth from their implantations. This is how deeply rooted faith
can be. ( Holy Humbleness , Bibles and
mixed media) Cao hopes New Yorkers
will contribute to his project, by
recording their responses to his working a notebook on view in the gallery.
Pang Yongjie (b 1968) who lives and
works in Beijing is dissatisfied with
China, he is alarmed at its rapid commercialization, negation of Chinese cultural values, and rampant material ism.
In his works he seeks to restore the
communal values of friendship and trust
that have been lost in the urban isolation of the twenty-first century. His
pastel oversize paintings are filled with
warm and affectionate images, often
cuddled together in a heavenly environment. These images show us stripped
of our personal identities down to our

Pang Yongjie Sculpture . stainless steel with
chrome finish, 105 x 82 x 61

communal souls where we find solace in each other's care. Peng's sculptures portray the
human as an animal walking on all fours, but these creatures are often grouped together in a
herd or shown carrying their young. Cast in stainless steel, they reflect their surroundings,
reminding us of how deeply affected we are by the world in which we live, and how we project
images outward that may not be true to our inner nature. These are but reflections of the
natural world lost in the pursuit of progress.
Li Qiang grew up in a small town where missionaries successfully converted his neighbors. One
day he realized that though they were illiterate they were reading the bible. He described
his 2004 project, The Sound Disappeared, I started to exchange the old used Bibles from the
local Christian church with my new ones, while at the same time I wrote down their names and
recorded their sounds. I put them together with the bible. During this process, I found many
Christians cannot read and write. They made remarks somewhere inside the book, which
accordingly they can read phonetically in order. "Thank you God", they read, "for the sake of
understanding the Truth…"I put these books and the mike together since I hope the world can
hear the sound. In a moving installation framed photos of the participants, in close up head
shots, are mounted on the wall; for the most part they avoid the camera, reticent, sincere,
meditative. Li places the microphones that recorded their prayers over the old bibles in scattered disarray. This installation imparts the spontaneity and immediacy of the initial event. In
another more formal installation the framed photos are mounted on the wall. He hopes to
record New Yorkers' response to his work on view. (see essay on Li Qiang by Wang Yun)

Li Qiang, Their Voices , installation with photos, bibles, and a notebook for
audience commentary
Longbin Chen, born and educated in Taiwan, is famous for his unique technique of using
discarded books and magazines to make large scale sculptures. In recent years Chen began a
series of monumental works that replicate the Buddhas of China lost in the upheaval of the
centuries. The stone-like appearance of these paper works belies their ephemeral material.
Moreover, using discarded books imparts to the subject the quality of being rejected and
ignored, like the Buddhist icons despite their monumentality and great beauty. Looking like
the lost Buddhas cut into caves high in the mountains of North China, Chen's Buddhas have
the distant expressions of compassion and sagacity. Chen has reinvigorated a style of spiritual
works of art, but transformed them into contemporary art by virtue of their material. Using
old telephone books is both pragmatic and symbolic, and these are old out-of-date telephone
books. Usually he uses phone books from a single local, noting how the edges of the book
become fragile, but its core is still good. Sardonically he says that most of the people listed
are probably not included in more recent editions -- the stream of life having carried them
away, Thus the people are as fragile as the medium. Chen has been using old books for years
and the appeal for him is great. He has a great reverence for books, a reflection of the

Long Bingchen Buddha , sculpture, telephone
books and mixed media 128 cm tall
Liu Yang and Liu Fenghuan, Soldier
with images of Confucius, 30 x 30 x 152

importance of literature and history in Chinese culture. He has a disdain for the loss of book
making skills, Once books were precious, now they are disposable, like most of the products of
our culture. If great books, which are largely neglected by recent generations of non-readers,
are recycled, they can end up as comic books, trashy novels or gossip rags. Chen makes us
question the transient quality of our art, philosophy and material culture.
Liu Yong and his wife Liu Fenghua who work in Beijing have embarked on a great project.
Amazed by the number, skill and variety of clay soldiers found in the tomb of Qin Shihuangdi,
(the First Emperor of China 221 BCE) they have begun a series of sculptures that replicate
the army. They make casts of the famous warriors using the local soil. But these sculptures
are not fired in a kiln for strength, it is part of their intention that the works will eventually
deteriorate. They admire the transitory nature of the pieces that ironically replicate the two
thousand year old originals. The artists decorate the surface of the figurines with rich paintings that draw portraits from the fifty major influences on contemporary life. The range of
subjects and dates are great: from Karl Marx, Albert Einstein, Bill Gates, Elvis, Marilyn
Monroe, Mao and more. Here they have adorned one small-scale replica with the image of the

great sage of antiquity Confucius and another bears the cross theme. Like a decorative skin
the painted designs cling to the surface, not really penetrating the core, so too it seems the
artists aver that these portraits represent "isms" which despite their widespread influence,
are really superficial and will not have a long-lasting influence. On the other hand viewing
the sculptures as a whole becomes a meditation on the origins of the character of modern
life-political, social and spiritual.
Gao Yuan, a photographer trained in Taiwan and Japan has a range of subjects, including tattooed bodies and calligraphic graffiti. Most recently she has created a series of 12 images,
inscribed within a circular composition of mothers holding their children. Reflecting the
great tradition of Madonna painting on roundels since the Renaissance, these works are far
more complex than a mere recreation of the holy mother and child, As Gao explains the symbolism incorporates traditional Chinese values as well: This is a story about 12 mothers, their
12 children and the 12 animals of Chinese astrology. All of the 12 mothers and their children
now live in Beijing, but are originally from 12 different provinces of China. They all came to
Beijing with their husbands who are construction workers building the new China. Each child
has a different Chinese astrological animal tattoo. The background of each photograph is a
composite of several digital photographs: a "mash-up" of the new and the old China. In this
series the character of the Chinese people is presented in their great diversity along with
some of their most favored ideas about the universe and their role in it.

Gao Yuan, Twelve Moons, C Print 40 x
45 cm, (set of 12)

Gao Brothers, Forever Unfinished # 4, C Print 296 x 100 cm
The Gao Brothers, Gao Zhen and Gao Qiang, who were born in Jinan, have startled Beijing
with their numerous projects. Their Utopia of Hugging has been held throughout the world.
In China it involved a semi staged performance that united itinerant workers and prostitutes
who live on the margins of society, fellow artists, friends and passers-by. The great hug
series is enacted out of doors under a number of different circumstances- its main aim to
force strangers to embrace one another. Inevitably problems arise with individuals who are

not used to intimacy, and confronting this fact is sometimes rewarding. To protest the vapid
commercialization of Beijing they have engaged in a series of performances with a disparate
number of participants in a building under construction. The work in the show is a prime example. Shooting the event, the brothers then go to their computer and manipulate the images
into baroque scenes of frenetic activity.
Born and raised in Shanghai Zhao Suigang has had a long and successful career as a public
works artist, his pieces are distributed throughout the United States in Oregon, Denver,
Connecticut, Arizona and Kansas. Zhao has striven to create works of art that address the
needs of the community and that harmonize disparate elements in society. In a series of photographs Zhao has taken the disembodied parts of the human body of a number of individuals
belonging to various races to make a central composition. Zhao uses the more identifiable
parts of the body- hands (finger prints) and feet; these features distinguish men from
beasts: they represent the human ability to move freely over the globe and to make things.
Floating above the cosmic sea, or suspended in the brilliant blue and cloud filled sky, Zhao

Zhao Suigang Prayer, ink and paper, bees wax and glass, each panel is 137.2 X 45 cm.

presents an image of universal harmony. For the show he has composed long panels which
encase transcriptions of religious texts. The sanctity of the written word, in several traditions is celebrated. The opening passages of the Buddhist scriptures, Islamic Koran , and
English language Bible are embodied in this ephemeral piece.The scriptures are written over
one another on paper treated with bees wax and enclosed in glass panels, Through the delicate
tracery of his masterful calligraphy the holy traditions merge commemorating the presence
of the spirit in all teachings.
Daozi (b.1950s) is an eminent art critic, professor, and writer who during the upheaval of the
Tiananmen Incident found his own kind of spirituality out of utmost despair. He calls his new
beliefs the new Christianity to distinguish it from its more institutional forms, for he and
others from the academic community and neighborhood people meet for unofficial weekly
prayer meetings in a variety of locales. In the aftermath of personal turmoil over the last few
years, Daozi's faith has become more insistent and being a visual person he turned to painting
as a form of meditation, it soon became a means of prayer. Using traditional Chinese ink paint-

ing media, he created uninhibited compositions that seem largely abstract, but
they are infused with such spiritual
images as angels. Daozi calls these works,
Saintism . The brush, in traditional calligraphic style, swoops with great vigor,
rushing onto the page, circling with centripetal force around the heads of his
saints, while patches of unpainted paper
relate the angelic creatures in the divine
retinue. Largely monochrome, the black
ink is unmodulated, undilute, its traces
on the paper are filled with the power of
the spirit, undimmed, unbowed, unrelenting. These saints are vivid and palpable.
Today in China people are finding themselves in a cold capitalist world without
the ancient humanist values of ancient
Chinese culture: the highest ethical quality esteemed in Confucianism ren or
benevolence or the Buddhist virtue of
compassion have been replaced by self
interest and greed. The magnificent arts
associated with these religions including
mysterious landscape paintings or beautiful icons that provide solace and the m
eans to center one's inner spirit are
Daozi, Saintism, ink on Chinese paper 45 x 90 cm
replaced by glossy art works aimed at a
global market. Seeking to reinvest contemporary society with a deeper spiritual meaning these artists aspire to countering the mindless acquisition of fame and fortune that drives the 21st century China, they evoke images of
hope and solace.

Essays by Contributors
Wall in the Heart
Wang Yun
In China, "wall" means more than the word but a concept which has become a hot topic
because of Qian Zhongshu's famous book Fortress Besieged, and the more interesting axiom
it contains, "Those who get married are inside the wall, those haven't are outside the wall.
Those who are outside the wall want to be inside while those inside want to be outside." which
has become more popular than the book itself. So, here we can see that a wall is something
more than a concrete structure: it is a symbol of two kinds of energy from opposite directions; it is full of complicated feelings and mood. That's my impression of Cui Xiuwen's Angel
6. The pregnant girls sitting on the sand can be seen as symbols of decadence, confusion,
helplessness, weakness; obviously, they are struggling. The top most figure on the pile is looking beyond the wall. What does she see? What does she expect from the other side? The

shape of the wall and the pole behind them give the impression that the girls are on a ship and
the dark clouds in the top right corner suggest the girls' anxieties. The repetitive use of the
pyramid gave the picture a stable feeling until one realizes it is made of sand and this creates
a sense of tension. What does Cui Xiuwen want to say? Does each girl represent a different
aspect of her own emotions?
Many times, Cui Xiuwen has expressed how difficult life can be and how in her art she
is able work out problems. It has energized her creative spirit. This in part explains her persistent use of little girls. Children of course need lots of care and adults are quick to forgive
their mistakes. But the children in Cui's Angel Number 6 are not lucky for they are pregnant
at too young an age. Their misfortune can be read on their faces. Cui's works are dramatic,
they reveal the conflicts in her heart. She brings extraordinary images from different worlds
together-young schools girls, pregnant, the Forbidden City, and an oncoming storm. Cui's works
which are so beautiful present the pain of life.

Humanistic Care-the Permanent Requirement
Wang Yun
Li Qiang has a long nickname-Holy Potato from the rural area of the East Sea Area. It
sounds amusing, but this moniker reflects some basic characteristics about him and his works
of art: both are sincere, simple, natural, and transcend the nature of daily life. Li Qiang
started to work in a factory when he was fifteen years old. He said his childhood dream was
to become rust on the machine. For him, his only happy times were when he was painting and
writing poems. He can still remember one winter morning, when a little bird accidentally flew
into the factory. It stumbled everywhere but could not find its way out. Li Qiang caught it
and helped it fly out the window. Watching the bird fly away, he apparently saw his own destiny…
Village life made Li feel lonely and bleak but it gave him the opportunity to confront
himself and to meditate on how to transcend reality. He started to study philosophy while
carefully observing daily life in the village. One day, as he passed the village church, he suddenly became curious about the architecture-for in actuality it was not what we think of as a
normal church but just a residential structure with a cross at the top. He found himself curious about the building. What would the inside look like? How did they manage holy rituals in
such a shabby house? With all these questions, Li Qiang went into the church one Sunday
morning. Even now, after so many years, there is a kind of excitement in his voice when he
describes his first impression of the church in his village. Although there were only simple
furnishings, the people were very focused and deeply sincere during the ritual. Li Qiang was
shocked by the contrast between the condition of the architecture and people's passion for
their religion that he felt inspired to create something.
The next time Li Qiang went into the church, he brought his video and began recording
the testimony of nearly a hundred people to observe their recognition of God. As time passed,
Li Qiang found something strange: some people could only read the bible in a certain order and
others could not read the same characters in their bible when they were written in the other
places. Soon Li Qiang realized that these people were illiterate and in order to read the contents of the book, they had made certain marks between the lines which helped them to pronounce the words. So Li Qiang had the idea of exchanging the bibles inscribed with pronunciation marks with new ones, for these old bibles had become valuable works of art in his eyes.
The project brought Li Qiang close to the Christians and he started to record the activities
of their daily life with his video camera. Soon Li Qiang realized that Christianity was as
important as food for them.
Li Qiang further wondered "Why has Christianity become the spiritual food for a group

of farmers in the east"? He found out that nearly all the young people in the village were
going to the city to work, including the priest from the local church. Thus they had to deal
with the conflict between nostalgia for their hometown and their roots and their dream of living in the big city. Those that were left in the village were mainly old people. Unfortunately
they were unhappy their children were so far away and struggling in the city. It was not just
money that this older generation needed but care and hope. This posed another question:
What is the real meaning of Urbanization? Does it only refer to high buildings in the urban
centers?
While Li Qiang does not feel like he has the final answer, one thing is for sure: he can
hear a voice in his heart telling him that urbanization is more than high buildings, that these
only take care of one's material needs. This kind of thinking is also reflected in Li Qiang's
attitude about art. For him, an artist should be a questioner, antagonist, and dream catcher,
otherwise, what they are doing can only be called production but not creation. "Never forget
humanistic care is an artist's mission on earth", sums up Li Qiang's simple philosophy.
Miao Xiaochun: A Modern Allegory
Huang Du, Artist and Curator
Miao Xiaochun is considered one of the representative artists in the domain of China's
new media art. His recent works seem to be a stimulant to the slow-going Chinese contemporary art circle-we have the confidence that a new value order is building in the process of
returning to academics.
Miao Xiaochun's work Microcosm employed the latest three-dimensional computer technology to create many montage images and virtual realities. His way of expression is based on
subjective interpretations of historic artworks, especially by taking the classic paintings
around the Renaissance as the structure for visual expressions. Although Miao Xiaochun's
Microcosm is based on Bosch's The Garden of Earthly Delights , he turned the traditional
Chinese idiom "looking up the sky from the well" into "looking down the well from the sky"
(this is the literary translation of "Microcosm"). If the idiom "looking up the sky from the
well" is used to describe a person with limited sight and knowledge who has difficulty in
understanding the nature of things, then "looking down the well from the sky" means if a person is put into a macro environment to examine micro things, he would have difficulties to
understand the nature of things too. In these two phrases, the spectator's positions are
changed, but he encounters the same limits in understanding things, which shows the significance of this work. Microcosm is not to rebuild the trueness of historic image, rather it is to
reinterpret and convert the historic image and derive new meanings from the image spectrum,
or to deconstruct the historic meaning by using an artist's own emotions, or to take care of
and translate the target from personal visual experiences, so as to create a psychological
medium analysis-to recompile modern images in the tangled relations among reality and virtual
reality, familiarity and strangeness, closeness and alienation and individualism and non-individualism. In his works, we can see the mutual reflection, interconnection, overlapping and
replacement between historic images and real images, western aesthetics and Chinese aesthetics, classic painting and new media art, humans and things, wars and peace and violence and
pastoral. In these processes, an abstract piece is recreated that both attract us and puzzle
us. (For Huang Du’s lengthy interview with Miao Xiaochun, see link on website karetzky@aol.com)

Pang Yongjie

